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Nixon Wins

"Having lost a close one eight years ago, having won a close one this year, he says, "I know winning is a lot more fun." The campaign's final hours were among the most agonizing in his political career. The high Republican lead of autumns had become a November memory.

After the crowds, the cheers, handshakes, and humiliations, the audience who shouted his name and the audiences who shouted a plenty away, after being given up for lost and returning to run again, after 16 years with one great goal in mind, Richard Milhouse Nixon had at last been elected President of the United States. During the entire election hours no one really knew what to expect. The votes seemed to be shifting and it appeared that Illinois might make the decision. Illinois broke the agony and suspense and put Nixon over the top. And at last, there was a new Nixon -- A WINNER.

For Richard Nixon, knew perhaps better than anyone else that what he had won was a bitterly fought election, nation were still. For Richard Nixon, knew perhaps better than anyone else that what he had won was a bitterly fought election, not a mandate. The issues or causes that divided the nation were still there. Hubert Humphrey knew this, too, and he took note of the fact in his concession statement, "(Mom) I gave my best," the Vice President said, "I have lost. Mr. Nixon has won. The democratic process has worked its will. So let's get on with the urgent task of uniting this country."

Richard Milhouse Nixon, President -- Elect of the United States could not have agreed more. He accepted his election with the hope that he would be the one who could bring us last, "bring us together."

President Lyndon B. Johnson has served our country well, perhaps in time this statement will be made about our new President-Elect Richard Nixon. But it will take patience, wisdom, understanding and, "yes" as an American citizen to unite us as a people and a country.

Winter Registration

Georgia College students will register for winter quarter classes November 11-20. Initiated last spring quarter, our present system of registration has greatly reduced the lines in front of that little window in Perkins. Those of you who have stood in a registration line for two or three hours while your feet gradually went numb should really appreciate this improvement. Registration cards are being mailed out alphabetically and by classes.

By changing the alphabet around the quarter, the Registrar's Office tries to be as fair as possible. No serious changes have been made in the system this quarter.

Full fees will be paid upon registration. Remember a little strange that day students must pay a health fee, since they would only use the infirmary in an emergency. However, the Board of Regents has hand- ed this rule down.

The order of registration is as follows:

Monday, November 11: Juniors - F, Y; Seniors - S, Z; Tuesday, November 12: Juniors - I, P; Seniors - L, S; Wednesday, November 13: Seniors C, H, D, L, Thursday, November 14: Juniors, A, C; Seniors A, D, F, Friday, November 15: Sophomores, B, Y, Thursday, November 20; Sophomores, I, B, E, Thursday, November 21; Freshmen, B, Z; Friday, November 22; Freshmen, I, A; Monday, November 23; Freshmen, D, H, Tuesday, November 24; Freshmen, A, B.

Many freshmen are wondering what "Golden Slipper" really is, but there is no definition or equivalent for our production. All it takes is for the students to live through one Slipper, and they will look forward to the next.

"Once upon a time... in 1914," when Miss Ethel Alcock was the Dean of Students, the freshmen were having a hard time electing their officers, for the freshmen class was very large. The freshman
Our 37th President

RICHARD MELROSE NIXON was the White House for the Republican Party in January as the first president to decline office with a Congress-governed government. The Nixon

Republicans picked up a net of five Senate seats, but they needed in the final round to hold for four Senate seats, where they had been defeated in the Senate, which they did.

The result shows that Nixon is very popular. He has all the qualities that are being emphasized in the administration, especially in his success with the business community.
Why Be Late?

When you come in late from a late bell's circuit.

1. Dave had a cheap Masseuse visit.
2. Couldn't get through the walk of clocks on the front door.
3. Checked on you, required mouth to mouth resuscitation.
4. Lured the bell back out of the world.
5. Shady in gray miasmas has lost one of the
6. Life a miasma in the gray and human stripe.
7. Couldn't find a place to park at the gate.
8. Full on the stairs and walled for two blocks.
9. Sink a wake in walk.
10. Took an overdose of Arnold.

If you are any later, pray.

New Cut System

Along with a new year at George College, the new schedule is found with many changes in procedure -

1. Service changes to a weekly basis.
2. Upper classes - sophomores, juniors, and seniors - are allowed twenty-five percent of a couple's length quarter time. This is twelve and on third.
3. Take a chance on the upward one half, if an upper classroom case over twenty times in a course is in trouble.
4. The symposium of expected increased attention.

Other requirements include:

- Physical education students are allowed for the current semester.

- A cut in the current time.

- Most of the commuter classes have been placed in the hands of the individual instructors.

- Some allow students to take full credit with no prerequisites.

- More resources.

- Full attention due to a recent depression.

- These students.who specialize, will discover the dietary restrictions by the college. Physical education students are expected to be consulted connecting core requirements when a cut in the current time.

- Encouraged in support of academic instruction.

- Five days straight - to the proper arrangements for investigations.

- When a student must cut a course, any cut he is required to obtain a permit to make up the lost from the registrar.

- Students are expected to take part wise since sickness prevails.

- Students who specialize, students who participate in the college will not suffer in the benefits of these cut cases, and are encouraged to be helpful in their individual situations.

- May be able to sell yourarraices to sell for this.
What Is Golden Slippers?

Despite the title of the story, the story is actually about the Georgia College College Sports News, a weekly newsletter. The main event mentioned is the Georgia College 2nd place in Tournament. The article also mentions the Distinguished Faculty Awards and the Milledgeville Recreation Parlor.
Mexico-land of Contrast

As most of you already know, Mrs. Gifford, one of our physical education instructors, went to Mexico City to see the Olympic Games. She was also there in the capacity of a stand-by judge for the woman's gymnastic contest. Mrs. Gifford was asked what her first impressions of Mexico were and what she thought of the U.S.'s woman's team in gymnastics.

Of the country she said Mexico is a land of great contrasts. Generally speaking, there are either very rich or very poor; there is an absence of the middle class. The people of Mexico were very friendly and went out of their way to help foreigners. The natives were very sympathetic to the weary traveler, and no problem was too small for our southern neighbors to be of assistance.

Mexico City is an architect's dream and an archeologist's delight. The entire city was bedecked with colorful regalia that detailed the visitor's eye. Entire buildings splash-ed with color, brilliant hues of blue, green, orange, and a host of colors difficult to describe to a non-visitor. Fountains and parks populate this metropolis. There are innumerable monuments left by that mysterious people, the Aztecs. However, the city is having problems with its buildings sinking because the city was originally built on a lake which is now, for the most part, filled in.

The University of Mexico, which was scheduled to close for the Olympics, has over ninety thousand students! There is no tuition fee, but applicants must pass a rigid entrance test. The University is cosmopolitan in that it has students from every country on the globe studying there. The University is like a city within a city.

Mrs. Gifford was told by an Olympic enthusiast that this year's Olympics were the best organized in modern times. She thought of the Moscow Olympics on a comparison with Rome and Tokyo when those cities hosted the games. All hosts to the games were free, for spectator as well as for athletes! The games were spread out over the entire city, swimming is one section, gymnastics cross-town, and track in another corner of the city. This year was the best U.S. gymnastics team ever. The U.S. has always led the way in swimming and in track, but we have always been behind in gymnastics until this year. One man tied for ninth out of nearly one hundred gymnasts. Our girl qualified for finals for the first time in the history of the U.S., competing in gymnastics. Three men qualified as world class gymnasts in six events with a 9.0 out of a possible 10. The woman's team had an average of 9.2 on compulsory requirements. Out of ten sessions, the houses was packed for all gymnastic events. The house holds 14,000 people. The audience was truly enthusiastic. The Russian woman's team was first and the Japanese men's team was first in gymnastics.

Mrs. Wright Named Nurse of the Year

Mary M. Wright was named by Governor Lester Maddox to serve as a member of the Board of Examiners of the Georgia Board of Nurses.

Mrs. Wright, a licensed practical nurse on the Park Memorial Infirmary staff of Georgia College, received a telephone call from the governor on October 23, informing her of her appointment. As a member of the Board of Examiners, she will assist in administering examinations to applicants for a practical nursing license.

Mrs. Wright has recently received another major honor previous to the one she has just received. At the recent Atlanta convention of the Georgia Licensed Practical Nurses Association, she was named Nurse of the Year.

Newman Club

The Newman Club is re-organized and plans to open the coffee house as becoming a reality. The organization elected officers on November 7 and they are as follows:

Yask Oberleiter, President; Rod Gat, Vice-President; Louise Schroeder, Secretary; Rich Massey, Treasurer; Poly Curtis, Director of Food Services, and Tim Henels, Representative to CRA.

The new officers say that the Coffee House will be open to college students for general use, in December.

The Newman Club meets every Thursday at 6 P.M., All Catholics and interested students are welcome.

King Discount, Inc.

The King is here with king size savings for students Save as much as 40% on each and every item each and every day

Name Brand Hair Spray

COLOGNE AND BATH POWDER

Intimate Faberge Wind Song

My Sin Chanel No. 5 Ambush

HAIR SET TAPE

HAIR COLOR BY:

MAC Make Up By:

Clairol, Revlon, Max Factor

My Sin, Clairol, Toni, New Dawn

24 Hour Film Service

(Except Wed. and Saturdays)

Free Roll of Film

with each roll processed

Cigarettes - All Brands

Regulars 30c

or 100's 33c

Why Pay More?

Buy the Best and Pay Less at King Discount

135 West Hancock Street

Downtown Milwaukie From Across Camp Theatre

DANCE TO BE HELD NOV. 25

You will probably spend the whole two weeks of Slipper working your fingers to the bone. If you are lucky you'll go home for Thanksgiving very unfortunate. Come to the Newman Club Dance Mon-

day, November 25 and go home giving thanks. Slipper winners welcome to.

WHY PAY MORE?

Buy the Best and Pay Less at King Discount

135 West Hancock Street

Downtown Milwaukie Across From Camper Theatre